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Topics







Just what is an operating system anyway?
Ages of Computing (Generations)
History of the Unix and Linux operating
systems
Structure of an OS - software layers in Linux
File and path names - Note the alarming and
potentially confusing similarities with Microsoft
OSes.
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What is an Operating System?
“The operating system manages the
resources of the computing environment
by providing a hierarchical file system,
process management, and other housekeeping functions [so that the user is not
burdened with these tasks].”
"The UNIX System", S. R. Bourne, Addison Wesley, 1983
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Practically Speaking, the Operating
System Manages:


Processes




running programs and essential services, known as
daemons

Resources
consumed by processes
 allocation of processor time, memory, I/O devices,
 processes compete for these resources;




File System


all I/O devices and things made to look like devices
(/dev/kmem, for example);
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The Operating System Also Manages:


Security Services
protect against inadvertent as well as malicious
damage to the file system and other resources (login
is only the beginning).
 LINUX specifically provides a two-tier security
system:




normal users




have limited privileges; whereas the

root user


a super-user with almost no restrictions
(the SysAdmin, or (S)He Who Must Be Obeyed).
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Computer Generations

You will hear references to fourth
or fifth generation systems. Just
what does that mean?
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First Generation: "Electronic Brains"
•
•
•

Ran from 1945 (the Dawn of History) until about 1955.
There were NO programming languages, not even
Assembler.
All coding was done directly in machine language
(usually in octal).
•

•

Relays and vacuum tubes (valves) dominated the
technology, with big ugly slow tape drives as storage
devices.
•

•

Some computers were programmed with plug-boards, but
card readers became common towards the end of this period.

At least one system had no "memory" as we think of it today,
but used magnetic drum storage instead.

Operating system? What's an operating system?
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Second Generation: "Business Equipment"
•
•

From the end of the First Generation until around 1965, although the
IBM 360 (clearly third generation) was announced in 1964.
This was the Age of Compilers:
•

•
•

•
•

Both COBOL and FORTRAN date from this period, as do various
Assembler languages and some more academic ventures, like Algol,
Snobol, and others

Transistors (ICs big enough to see, touch, and handle) took over.
Magnetic tapes were still the common form of mass storage, but low
capacity (but dish-washer sized) disk drives were available
Machine operators were now distinct from programmers
Primitive Operating Systems, also called Monitors and Executives,
became fairly common, especially on larger (much LARGER)
machines. We would not recognize these as OSes today
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Third Generation: "Big Iron" and
Minicomputers
•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•

From around the end of the Second Generation until about 1980;
UNIX was born in here. The Generation of Operating Systems, perhaps, since
every manufacturer had one… Or many
Scalability: computer systems that could be upgraded along a series to larger and
more powerful processors, more memory, additional channels, and more
peripheral devices
Heat dissipation became a major concern as ICs grew denser;
The minicomputer (DEC, Data General, Prime, lots more) was born, grew (to
midis and maxis), and died in this Generation
Timesharing and remote access became possible. Modem speeds started at 10
cps and eventually (Racal-Vadic) passed the 120 cps "theoretical maximum" of
the Bell System ("Ma Bell") engineers
Remote Batch Terminals were widespread, at speeds as high as 9600 bps (some
few to 57.6 kbps), but mostly at 2400 bps
The birth of the Internet as ARPA (aka DARPA)
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Fourth Generation: "Personal Computers"
•
•

•

•
•
•
•

From the late 1970s until now and onward (?)
Apple was first to mass-market a product, but there were
many other manufacturers (Imsai, Altair, NorthStar),
mostly using Motorola microprocessors (6502, 6809, etc.)
The market took off with the introduction of the IBM
PC in the early 1980s. So did Microsoft
Desktop terminals and typewriters were replaced with
PCs
UNIX replaced many proprietary OSes once it was no
longer restricted to research and academic institutions
Linux first release and subsequent spread
The Internet became ubiquitous and pervasive in the mid1990s.
Not to mention PDAs.
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•
•
•
•

•
•

Fifth Generation: “Artificial Intelligence”
1984 until the early 1990s and beyond
Parallel computing
Japan spent billions of dollars on this “technology”
Was assumed that this computer would use a massive
number of CPUs for added performance
Essentially a giant parallel processing machine on top
of massive databases
Ended in failure – it was not commercially viable (but...)
Programming language problems
• Assumed CPU limitations were constantly “pushed through”
• The internet made massive databases
impractical/unnecessary
IBM’s Big Blue plays chess well
IBM’s Watson can now beat Jeopardy champions
•

•

•
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Some elements of UNIX History
•
•
•
•

•
•

•

Originated at Bell Labs of AT&T in Murray Hill, NJ in 1964
An unofficial offshoot of the Multics project (MULTiplexed
Information and Computing Service)
written first in PDP-7 assembler by Ken Thompson
When the Multics project was cancelled, he lost his game
machine for his space-travel simulation which allowed the player
to fly a spaceship through the solar system;
so he ported Space Travel to a PDP-7
Also the origin of the C programming language (Kernighan and
Ritchie, aka K&R, both now net.gods), derived from BCPL and
B
Became widely available to academic institutions by the mid-70s
after it was re-written in C (1973)
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Some elements of UNIX History (cont.)
•

•

•

•

Originally somewhat expensive except for schools,
colleges, and universities, leading to its spread (and its
biases)
Most of UNIX is now written in C; only some few lowlevel device dependant routines are written in assembly
language
For a long time closely associated with DEC
computers, now available on virtually any sort of
computer
Two main streams - System V and Berkeley (BSD) and countless proprietary derivations (Ultrix, AIX,
HP/UX, Irix)
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Some elements of UNIX History (cont.)
Flavours of Unix clones for INTEL PCs include:

Xenix (Santa Cruz Operation)

XINU (Comer)

GNU (GNU's Not UNIX) and the Free Software
Foundation

UNIX Systems Labs (USL) and Caldera

FreeBSD and NetBSD (BSDI)

Minix (Tannenbaum)

Linux (Torvalds)
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And Linux?
•
•
•

•

•

Linux is named after Linus Torvalds (pronounced "LYNNus", hence "LYNN-ucks"),
He wrote the first Linux kernel in 1991.
At the time, he was a Computer Science undergraduate
student at the University of Helsinki, Finland, and wanted
a hobby project which he intended to release as a free OS
Linus retains control of the Linux kernel to this day,
through a small company, though he also has (had?) a day
job in Silicon Valley.
He had some technical differences with Minix and with its
creator (Professor Andrew Tannenbaum, Computer
Science, at a university in the Nederland), and so Linus
wanted to do it his way.
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Linux (cont.)
•
•
•

Others found the idea of interest, and began to help
Linus with the project.
Elements of GNU became essential parts of the
system, such as gcc (the GNU C compiler).
The collaborative approach across the Internet was
something of a "first" as well, and the method is
discussed and analyzed by Eric Raymond (esr) in
his essay, "The Cathedral and the Bazaar" (see it,
along with the New Hacker's Dictionary and esr's
many other writings at
http://www.tuxedo.org/~esr/writings/ cathedralbazaar/).
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Linux (cont.)
•
•

•

Linux is released under the GPL, the Free (as in free speech,
not free beer) Software Foundation's General Public License.
This is sometimes called the "copyleft" (as opposed to
"copyright").
When you install Red Hat, Mandrake, Caldera, Yellow Dog,
Yggdrasil, Debian, S.U.S.E., Slackware, ?, you are installing a
distribution ("distro") of Linux.
•

•
•

You're paying only for the package, since Linus makes no money
from the use of his kernel at all.

Externally (i.e., at the interface or API level), Linux is bit-forbit compatible with Unix (and the POSIX standard).
Internally, it is a fresh ("clean room") construction not
bound by the Unix copyright.
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The main differences between
distributions
•
•
•
•
•

optimization of the kernel
packages installed/included by default
interface for the installation routines
administration tools for installation,
configuration and removal of software
packages

What is Linux?
Multi-User
 Several users can log in locally and/or remotely to
the Linux workstation/server and work
concurrently
 Multi-process / Multitasking
 Allows for running multiple applications using
preemptive multitasking at the O/S level
 Multi-Processor
 The Linux kernel currently supports running
multiple concurrent CPU’s on any given system.


An Operating System Structure
Three software layers are typically used to describe the Linux
system:
The kernel layer:




This runs the hardware and allocates resources, sharing them where
necessary. The file system is often a separate process, as are other parts
of the kernel and various service daemons.

The shell and other basic utilities layer:





When you type in a command, it's to the shell at the command-line
interface (sometimes CLI).
Some commands are built-in to the shell (e.g., cd for change directory)
some are programs or filters (like grep, global regular expression and
print).
All programs will use system calls to request the many and varied kernel
and kernel-mediated services.

The applications layer:


Where programs like gcc and vi will run, also using system calls to
request services from the kernel
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Here's A view of the system hierarchy from "A
Practical Guide to Linux", page 9:

Compilers

Editors

DBMS

Shell and utility programs

Applications

Internet

X Window system

System kernel

Computer Hardware
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File Naming Conventions
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

upper and lower case letters
digits
underscore, dash, and period (also dot or full stop)
up to 255 chars on modern versions
case sensitive: demo.file and Demo.file are not the
same (as Godzilla implies, "Size does matter")
a filename starting with a period (".") designates a
special file (sometimes called a "hidden file")
"." designates the current directory, whatever that
happens to be
".." designates the parent of the current directory
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File Naming Conventions (cont.)
•

"extensions" are purely a convention for humans;
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

unlike MS-DOS and Windows, they mean nothing to LINUX
although certain applications may choose to use particular conventions;
i.e., gcc with its special extensions, like .c and .o

Pathnames similar to Microsoft (but different!)
directories in pathnames are separated by "/" (and never "\")
"pwd" prints the (current) working directory
"cd" changes to a new directory
relative pathnames start with ".", "..", or a directory name.
absolute pathnames start at the root ("/") directory.
Your HOME directory is always at "~" (tilde)
there are no 'drives' (A: or C:) as in Microsoft OSes. Instead there is a
single tree-structure of directories, with mount points for storage devices
(like /mnt/floppy for the floppy disk).
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A Sample Directory Tree
/
abc
ghi
mno

def
jkl

abc

str
pqr
xyz jhi
Files Down Here

def
jkl
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A Sample Directory Tree (cont.)


A sample absolute path could be
/def/def/jhi/some.file.or.another

A sample relative path (from where?) could
be:
../jkl/str/another.file
 Or if your HOME directory is /abc:
~/ghi/mno/my.own.file
 Is ~ a relative or an absolute path? Why?
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